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To: PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE 
(Transportation and Development Sub-Committee) 

DIRECTOR OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT From: 

Date: 20 May 1998 Ref: D/TM/62/02/AMcA 
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Subject: 

BRZDGE ASSESSMENT PROGRAMME 
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Pumose of Report 

1. The report updates Committee on the progress being made with the Council’s bridge assessment 
programme and matters associated with the assessment of Railtrack and British Rail Property bridges. 0 

Background 

2. The bridge assessment programme was reported to Planning and Development Committee on 26 February 
1998 (Item 15). Since then there have been changes which will have implications for the Council and for 
the interests of the Transportation and Development sub-Committee. 

3. After firther investigation, the number of bridges which require to be assessed has been rounded 
downwards and now stands at a total of 237. This figure includes 41 Railtrack structures and 23 British 
Railways Board structures ( mainly on former railway routes). Of the 173 Council bridges to be assessed, 
89 have now been assessed under the 1997/98 programme. Eleven of these bridges have failed their 
assessment thus giving a failure rate of 12.4%. However, 5 of these failures are due to an anomaly in the 
latest version of the assessment code and clarification is being sought on the implications. Meanwhile at the 
current rate of progress and with present fundmg levels, a significant proportion of the remaining NLC 
bridge assessments will not be carried out in the current financial year. 

None of the 41 Railtrack bridges has yet been assessed since the legal situation regarding the relative 
responsibilities of Railtrack and of the local authorities whose roads pass over these bridges. is still 
unclear. However, following consultation with Legal Services, the signing of a Joint Venture Agreement is 
being processed which will enable a mechanism to allow the Council to undertake the assessment of these 
h l t r a c k  owned structures. 

e4* 
5 .  With regard to the assessment of the 23 British Railways Board (BRB) bridges, currently there is no 

national model agreement which would alIow these works to proceed. National negotiation has not 
produced an acceptable agreement but each local authority has to decide if the proposed document 
produced by BRB is acceptable. This document is currently being appraised by Legal Services. 

Implications 

6 .  The programme of assessment of Council bridges will only be part completed by the end of this year. This 
delay and budgetary restrictions mean that the necessary strengthening works relating to assessment 
failures will not be complete by the 1st January 1999 deadline. The programme of Railtrack bridge 
assessments is also now likely to extend to April 2002 while the associated remedial measures will extend 
beyond that date. This is well beyond the timescale for implementation of the European Community (EC) 
Directive introducing 40 tonne vehicles to Britain’s roads. 
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7. It is dear that there will be need for the introduction of weight restrictions on the Council road network 
where assessments have still to be carried out or where the bridges have failed their assessment and 
strengthening works have to be completed. This has implications for this Committee who will be asked 
later this year to consider the promotion of the necessary traffic regulation orders including the designation 
of alternative routes. The financial implications of the assessment programme will be reported separately to 
the meeting of the Planning and Development Committee on 27 May 1998. 

- 

Recommendations 

8. Committee is asked to note; 

(a) 

(b) 

the above revised information on timescales, 

the imminent signing of the Joint Venture Agreement with Railtrack, 

(c) the appraisai of a future agreement with British Railways Board, 

(d) that further reports on progress will be made at future dates. 

I; Stanley C. Cook 
DIRECTOR OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT 

11 May 1998 

For further information please contact Alex McAuley on 01236 616259. 




